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Correspondent at Terceira Island 

 Terceira marina, beach and Bulls

 

t the arrival in Praia da Vitória at 4 o’clock in the morning of august 11, Zeezwaluw and 

her crew are welcomed by very loud music accompanied by noisy flares. It wasn’t in 

celebration of the giant crossing (95nm) from Horta to Terceira. 

 

It was due to the yearly August festivities in Praia da Vitória. Steering Zeezwaluw toward the 

noise, the anchorage was found easily and soon the anchor dropped for the first time this 

season! Holding over sand in 7m was perfect and after a glass of wine, the crew swiftly grabbed 

a few hours of sleep till daybreak. Although the music was still loud they slept like babies! 

 

The anchorage was too far away to see 

if there was a vacancy at the pontoon in 

the marina. The crew prepared the 

dinghy to go into the marina to have a 

look around as well as for the check-in. 

The marina is packed with boats but 

they have 1 berth available, rafted up 

next to a motor boat at the inside of 

the outer pontoon. That’s a good spot 

and we agree. 

 

While the crew was preparing 

Zeezwaluw to heave anchor to move to 

the marina, they are surprised by a 

fleet of small fishing boats all dressed 

up. The fleet of approximately 30 

boats is coming from the fishing 

harbour. The first little boat carries a 

holy statue of a Saint decorated with 

flowers plus a lot of VIP’s. After this 

one disappears into the marina all the 

others follow, while other incoming 

traffic is on hold. After half an hour, 

the Holy statue has been disembarked 

as are the VIP passengers of all the 

little boats. The empty boats leave the marina heading back to the fishing harbour. As soon as 

incoming traffic is allowed again, Zeezwaluw moves from the anchorage to the marina of Praia da 

Vitória. 

Around noon she is safely moored against the bright orange motorboat "Sailing Igloo". 

 

___/)___ 

 

hile the crew is checking in at the marina office, Paolo the manager tells them that it is 

their lucky day. No, the marina is not for free but tonight at 6 P.M. there is “Tourada 

da Corda”, the running with the bull and that’s for free! 

 

The Tourada is a particular entertainment of Terceira Island and takes place in many villages. 

The one at the beach of Praia is only once a year at the last day of the August festivities, so it 

is very special. 

Zeezwaluw moored at the end of the outer pontoon lies in a prominent position to watch the 

spectacle. 
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https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/azores-archipelago.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/azores-archipelago.pdf
http://silainua.org/
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During the afternoon, the crew observes all the preparations like the placing of the tribunes and 

the building of a hill of tires and sand while the beach fills up with hundreds of spectators. They 

come very early to acquire a good spot to watch the Tourada. That’s why many of them carry 

carpets, towels or rags to place on top of the wall which surrounds the beach. Around 6 o’clock 

the beach is packed with a colourful audience while still a few people are swimming in the sea. 

Each of the 4 bulls is waiting his turn in his own wooden box against the beach wall. As soon as a 

loud flare goes up, all know a bull is out of his box, so be aware! 

 

The idea of this sporting event is, to approach the bull as close as you dare, tease him a bit with 

a coloured umbrella 

and run away as fast 

as you can he chases 

the bold man or 

women. It sounds 

dangerous but it isn’t 

at all. 

 

The bull is tied to a 

long rope and the 

other end fixed to the 

hill of tires while at 

the same time 10 

strong guys holding 

the rope. As soon as 

the bull comes too 

close to a bold man or 

women, these 10 men 

pull hard on the rope 

so the bull is stopped 

or slowing considerably. But the speed of the bull is amazing so often the dare-devils end up in 

the sea while the bull is getting wet feet waiting for them at the shore line. 

 

After nearly half an hour the bull is so tiered he won’t run anymore and is allowed to go to his 

box again. The next fresh bull is as eager as the first one to chase the dare-devils until he is 

worn out as well. After 2 bulls the crew of Zeezwaluw has seen enough of the spectacle because 

it is again more of the same, but the young men and women are unstoppable as is the audience 

who are cheering until the last of the 4 bulls. 

Also this event has a happy ending for all the young heroes as well as for the bulls, every one of 

them went home without a scratch. 

 

___/)___ 


